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Synopsis 
 
The Jewish family Redlich emigrates to Kenya in 1938, where Walter Redlich 
(Merab Ninidze), a lawyer, works on a farm as a caretaker.  While his wife Jettel 
(Juliane Köhler), a daughter from a bourgeois home, finds it difficult to adjust to 
their new life, their shy daughter Regina (Lea Kurka/Karoline Eckertz) blossoms. 
She learns the local language and customs and finds a good friend in the cook 
Owuor (Sidede Onyulo).  The loss of their home and relatives, as well as their 
inability to talk about this, endangers the marriage of Jettel and Walter.  Only slowly 
do they find their way back to each other.  When the war is finally over, Walter is 
offered a position as a judge in Frankfurt.  But after all those years where they 
learned to cherish their life in Kenya, it is doubtful whether Jettel and Regina will 
accompany him back to Germany. 
 
 
 
 
 
After her award-winning movie successes Beyond Silence and Annalouise and 
Anton, Caroline Link shot Nowhere in Africa, based on the autobiographic bestseller 
written by Stefanie Zweig.  The main roles are played by the German Movie Award 
winner Juliane Köhler (Aimee & Jaguar), Merab Ninidze (Luna Papa), and Matthias 
Habich (Beyond Silence).  In her highly sensitive style, Caroline Link shot a love and 
family drama which tells the story of a German-Jewish family living on an alien 
African continent.  The story is about people who were forced to leave their 
protected, middle-European lives and manage to grow with the challenges fate has 
in store for them. 
 

 
 



Interview with Caroline Link  
 
In her novel, Stefanie Zweig tells the story of her own childhood from the 
perspective of herself as a child.  What aspect did you focus on in the film? 
 
In my version of the story, I concentrate very much on the relationship of the parents, 
their love for each other.  They suddenly find themselves in difficult circumstances; 
their love falters and must be re-found.  Stefanie Zweig tells the story from the 
perspective of a child.  She describes her own experiences and memories.  But for 
me, Regina's mother Jettel is the most exciting character.  What is most fascinating 
is her development to an independent and mature woman, who not only has to 
rethink her own position and priorities in life but also her relationship towards her 
family. 
 
Why did you choose Juliane Köhler and Merab Ninidze as your lead actors? 
 
Juliane is enormously versatile.  During rehearsals I was immediately impressed by 
her performance as a capricious daughter from a privileged home, as well as her 
transformation into a mature and serious person.  Juliane manages to show how 
deracinated Jettel feels in the African savanna and how, in the course of the story, 
she is able to make the country her own.  For her husband Walter I was looking for a 
male actor who could hold his own opposite this highly energetic female character.  
In a far more subtle and thoughtful way he should maintain his ease and quiet 
strength.  For me, Merab radiates this ease and intelligence, without seeming to be 
boring or even humorless.  
 
In spite of the lack of infrastructure you made a conscious decision to shoot in 
Kenya and not in South Africa.  Why? 
 
Peter Herrmann and I agreed from the very beginning that we should have African 
actors and extras in our movie who actually come from those areas which are 
featured in our story.  I don't think it's a good idea to dress up Zulus as Masaii or vice 
versa.  Those details have to be true because, after all, the people tell much about 
their country and lend a special atmosphere and sense of place to the film.  It's not 
something you can simply recreate.  Even if the shooting itself is difficult, that in itself 
is no argument for sacrificing verisimilitude.  
 
What impressed you most about Kenya? 
 
Particularly the landscape!  The expanse, the variety of nature!  We searched for 
almost all of our locations north of Nairobi, away from the tourist areas.  The 
landscape changes enormously, ranging from voluptuously green coffee and tea 
plantations and forests, to arid savannas, rolling hills, lake districts, and the gigantic 
Rift Valley.  And then there are incredibly ugly cities, dilapidated villages, 
unspeakable poverty.  When we first visited the country, there had been a 
catastrophic drought for three years already.  And yet, in spite of everything, the 



people were so friendly, laughing, giggling.  Such joy of life!  That really impressed 
me.  
 
Did you create the rituals for the movie or did you participate in real 
ceremonies? 
 
Yes we did.  Authenticity was very important to us.  The rain ceremony of the Kikuyu 
council of elders really lasted for hours, though, and so we had to cut most of it.  The 
same goes for the savanna ceremony of the Pokot, during which Jettel and Regina 
walk into the night.  That's really a rite of passage for young men of a specific age 
group.  The only thing we influenced were the clothes.  Nowadays the young men 
also wear T-shirts and colourful shirts, of course.  
 
How great was the temptation to allow such a grand scenery more space than 
you'd actually planned? 
 
I always wanted the landscape in which our story is situated to portrait itself, if you 
will.  I didn't want to use a neon marker and say: Look here!  We're making a movie 
with awesome landscapes and spectacular shots of safaris!  Everyone's seen that a 
hundred times already.  Even on TV, in the afternoon shows.  After all, my story is 
about an involuntary escape from the beloved home country.  It's not about some 
great adventure trip to paradise.  I always wanted the viewers to slowly fall in love 
with this alien world, just like my protagonists.  And at the outset this world is dusty, 
uninviting, and rough.  
 
Looking back to those exciting days, would you plunge into such an adventure 
again, such a lavish project abroad? 
 
Absolutely.  I love to travel and to learn about the country away from the typical 
tourist venues.  The shooting itself was extremely well organized and prepared by 
the production company MTM.  That's also because Peter Herrmann, the producer, 
is an ethnologist by training and knows his way around Africa very well.  At no time 
did I have the feeling that we were in any real danger or perhaps acted 
thoughtlessly.  It was always fun to meet the people during the shooting – which, of 
course, created quite a stir – and to get to know them intensively.  However, 
sometimes I regretted not having more time to simply enjoy the moment, to observe 
and let matters run their own course.  As a director you're always under pressure, 
you interfere and want to carve a story from the country and its people.  That's quite 
onerous sometimes. 
 
 



Cast 
 
 
Juliane Köhler (Jettel Redlich) 
 
Juliane Köhler studied acting in New York. After her first engagement at the State 
Theatre of Lower-Saxony in Hanover she changed to the Residence Theatre in 
Munich. She soon became a much-acclaimed stage actress with leading roles in 
Ibsen's Hedda Gabler, Das kunsteidene Mädchen, and Schnitzler's Fraulein Else.  In 
1995 she was nominated Best Young Actress by the Cultural Ministry of Bavaria.  
From 1999 on she played in (and as) Stella and the Kameliendame (both directed by 
Amelie Niermeyer) in Frankfurt, and she later also played at the Actor's Studio in 
Munich.  
 
In 1999 she had her breakthrough on the big screen in Max Fäberböck's Aimee and 
Jaguar.  She played the role of the married Lilly Wust from Berlin, who falls in love 
with the Jew Felice Schragenheim, played by Maria Schneider.  Juliane Köhler 
received the German Movie Award for her performance, as well as the Bavarian 
Movie Award, and the Silver Bear for best actress at the Berlin Film Festival in 1999.  
In the same year she appeared in Caroline Link's extremely successful adaptation of 
Erich Kästner's Annalouise and Anton.  Her latest movie project was Königskinder, 
directed by Anne Wild. 
 
On TV she has appeared in such films as Roland Emmerich's Inzest – Ein Fall für 
Sina Teufel, the tragic-comedy Busenfreunde 2 – Alles wird gut, directed by Thomas 
Berger, Bella Block, directed by Christian von Castelberg, and Tatort, directed by 
Robert Siegel, which will be shown on German TV this fall. 
 
Juliane Köhler lives in Munich, where she is currently rehearsing for Torquato Tasso 
(director: Jan Bosse) and Drei Mal Leben (director: Uli Becker) at the Residence 
Theatre. 
 
 
Merab Ninidze (Walter Redlich) 
 
Merab Ninidze was born in 1965 in Tiflis (Georgia), where he also studied acting 
from 1982 to 1984.  He had his big screen debut in 1984 in Tengis Abuladze's Die 
Reue, which received the Special Jury Award in Cannes two years later.  From 1986 
to 1991 he played for the Rustaveli Theatre in Tiflis and appeared in plays such as 
Georg Büchner's Leonce and Lena and in Shakespeare's Hamlet.  In Georgia he 
shot more than 20 movies.  He is well known to movie audiences as Alek in Bakhtiar 
Khudojnazarov's tragic-comedy Luna Papa.  The movie received several awards at 
the Georgia International Film Festival, among them the Best Movie award.  He also 
played leading roles in Achim von Borries' England!, Michael Bindlechner's In 
Heaven, Goran Rebic's Jugofilm, Andreas Gruber's The Rabbit Hunt, and Bernhard 



Weirather's Ikarus. In 2001 he appeared in Jo Baier's Verlorenes Land and in 
Andreas Gruber's Bella Block.  
 
 
Matthias Habich (Süßkind) 
 
Matthias Habich was born in Danzig in 1940 and studied acting in Hamburg, Paris, 
and in the United States.  Habich is one of the most renowned stage actors in the 
German-speaking world.  He has played at the Actor's studio in Munich and the 
Theatre in Zurich, and for three years played for Peter Brook in Paris (Mahabrata), 
among others.  He has also appeared in many movies, such as Fangschuss (Volker 
Schlöndorff), Maiden’s War (Bernhard Sinkel), À corps perdu (Léa Pool), Beyond 
Silence (Caroline Link), Duell – Enemy at the Gates (Jean Jaques Annaud). His 
latest movie project was Boran, by the young director Alex Berner, which will be 
screened in theatres in Spring 2002. 
 
His TV performances include Die merkwürdige Lebensgeschichte des Friedrich 
Freiherrn von Trenchk (director: Fritz Umgelter), Deutschlandlied (director: Tom 
Toelle), and Klemperer – Ein Leben in Deutschland (directors: Kai Wessel, Andreas 
Kleinert). He received the Adolf Grimme Award for his performance in the TV movie 
Das Urteil (director: Oliver Hirschbiegel), and the Golden Lion for the TV movie Der 
kalte Tod (director: Nina Grosse).  In October 2001 he also received the German TV 
Award in the Best Actor category for his role in the mini series Jahrestage (Aus dem 
Leben der Gesine Cresspahl), directed by Margarethe von Trotta. 
 
 
Sidede Onyulo (Owour) 
 
The 46-year-old Kenyan Sidede Onyulo first studied law in Nairobi.  But instead of 
embarking on a career as a lawyer, he decided to become an actor, subsequently 
playing in numerous Kenyan theater productions.  He also had a number of 
supporting roles in American movies.  Local film experts recommended him at a very 
early stage for the role of the cook, but the biggest problem was to find him.  Onyulo 
had moved away from Nairobi and was lost without a trace in central Kenya, which is 
mostly untouched by modern means of communication.  A local casting agent finally 
managed to find him in his home village at Lake Victoria.  During the casting session, 
Sidede Onyulo convinced Caroline Link with his reserved acting style: “Most Kenyan 
actors we'd invited to the session had a rather histrionic acting style.  Sidede was the 
only one whom I felt understood me straight away when I said 'Film isn't theater.  
Film is like life.  You have to be yourself!  Do less!' . He's extremely intelligent and 
carefully used his repertoire right from the beginning.”  
 



Karoline Eckertz (Regina - old) 
 
The 13-year-old high school student from Wiesbaden says about the shooting in 
Kenya: “That was the most exciting time of my life!”  Karoline Eckertz has already 
shot video clips for a children's channel, and she is also an active member in her 
school's theater group.  She enjoys shopping, reads a lot, listens to hip hop music, 
but also to the Rolling Stones (her current favourite: Anybody Seen My Baby), and 
loves the movies.  If she could, she would watch three films a day. 
 
 
Lea Kurka (Regina - young) 
 
The 10-year-old Lea Kurka lives in Wuppertal, where she is in fourth grade.  In her 
spare time she enjoys Ballet and Jazz Dance.  She also loves to paint and read.  Lea 
thoroughly enjoyed shooting the film in Kenya.  She was particularly excited by the 
life in Mukutani, a remote and very traditional village close to Lake Baringo, where 
she spent much time with the local children of the Pokot and N'Jem tribes.  



Crew 
 
 
Caroline Link - Screenplay and Director 
 
Caroline Link was born in 1964.  After graduating from high school she spent a year 
in the United States.  In 1984 she took her first steps in the movie business as an 
intern at the Bavaria Film Studios.  She then participated in many TV and movie 
projects as a script editor and assistant director.  In 1986 she became a student at 
the Academy for Film and Television in Munich.  Her graduation piece Sommertage 
received the Kodak Advancement Prize at the Film Festival in Hof.  In addition to her 
studies, she continued to work as assistant director and script author (for the TV 
series Der Fahnder, among others). 
 
In 1992 she made the children's film Kalle der Träumer for German TV.  In the same 
year she also started researching the script for BEYOND SILENCE.  In 1995 she 
finally began shooting the unusual story about a deaf couple and their musically 
talented child.  Among many other awards, the film received an Oscar for Best 
Foreign Movie in 1998, the Bavarian Film Award, The German Film Award (Silver), 
The Guild Film Award (Gold), and Best Foreign Movie Awards in Tokyo, Chicago, 
Vancouver, and Kalkutta.  In 1999 her successful and modern adaptation of Erich 
Käster's Annalouise and Anton was a clear testament to her talent for moving 
stories.  This film too received many national and international awards, among them 
the Bavarian Film Award. 
 
 
Peter Herrmann - Production 
 
Peter Herrmann was born in 1954.  After graduating from high school he first worked 
as a bookseller and then enrolled in Ethnology and African Studies at Munich 
University.  After finishing his studies he began shooting his first documentaries 
about animistic cults in Benin and Togo. 
 
Peter Herrmann has been producing movies since 1994.  Together with Gloria 
Burkert and Andreas Bareiß he founded the Medien & Television München, which 
produces movies for TV and cinema.  In addition, he is managing director and 
producer for MTM Television und Film GmbH.  In 1995 he produced Romuald 
Karmakar's The Deathmaker, which received the German Film Award (Gold). He 
was the executive producer for the mini-series The Bubi Scholz Story by Roland 
Suso Richter, as well as for Jan Schüttes's Fat World with Jürgen Vogel in the lead 
role.  Both movies were produced in cooperation with Günter Rohrbach.  Peter 
Herrmann also produced such films as Inzest – Ein Fall für Sina Teufel, Friedemann 
Fromm's Tatort – Perfect Mind, and Rainer Bär's Das elfte Gebot.  Most recently he 
was executive producer for Roland Suso Richter's A Handful of Grass about the 
friendship between a Turkish boy and a German cab driver.  
 



 
Gernot Roll - Camera 
 
Gernot Roll is one of the most renowned German cameramen.  Originally from the 
city of Dresden, he shot his first film in 1967 (Jet Generation by Eckhart Schmidt).  
He went freelance in 1976 and since then has worked with well-known German 
directors, such as Edgar Reitz (Stunde Null; Heimat, The Second Heimat), Axel Corti 
(Welcome in Vienna, Die Hure des Königs, Radetzkymarsch), Sönke Wortmann 
(Little Sharks, Most Desired Man), and Caroline Link (Beyond Silence). He has 
received Adolf Grimme Awards, as well as Bavarian and German Film Awards. For 
TV he has worked on the much-acclaimed mini-series Der Laden (by Jo Baier), Mit 
meinen heissen Tränen (by Fritz Lehner), and Das Mädchen Rosemarie (by Bernd 
Eichinger), among others.  As a director he has worked on the comedy Ach Herr 
Doktor – der Heinz Becker Film and Ballermann 6.  Most recently he worked as a 
cameraman on Bernd Eichinger's parable on Mephisto The Devil and Ms. D., Brief 
einer Unbekannten (by Jaques Deray), Knallharte Jungs (Granz Henman), as well as 
on the partly documentary family saga The Manns, created for TV by Heinrich 
Breloers.  
 
 
Stefanie Zweig - Novel 
 
Stefanie Zweig was born in Leobschütz, Upper Silesia in 1932.  In 1938 she fled to 
Kenya with her parents, as a result of the fascist persecution of Jews.  Her father, a 
lawyer and notary public, worked as a manager on a farm and earned just enough 
money to finance his daughter's education.  The family spent most of its stay in Ol 
Joro Orok, situated directly at the equator, 3,000 meters above sea level.  It was a 
very remote place, even for Africa.  In 1944, Stefanie Zweig's father enlisted in the 
British Army, which also enabled him and his family to return to Germany in 1947.  
Upon their return, they were shocked by so much rubble, hunger, and despair.  The 
daughter – who couldn't read or write German – had problems adjusting to this alien 
world.  However, after graduating from high school she worked as a journalist for the 
Jewish newspaper Allgemeine Wochenzeitung der Juden in Deutschland.  In 1959, 
she became a feature writer at the Abendpost, and in 1963 she became the chief 
editor of the culture section for the Abendpost – Nachtausgabe in Frankfurt.  She has 
been working as a freelance journalist and author since 1988.  Stefanie Zweig has 
written numerous novels.  The autobiographic novels Nowhere in Africa and 
Somewhere in Germany became bestsellers.  Her newest novel Karibu heisst 
willkommen was published in the fall of 2000 at Langen Müller publishers. 
 
Her novel Ein Mund voll Erde was placed on the shortlist of the German Young 
Reader's Award (Deutscher Jugendbuchpreis), as well as on the honorary list of the 
international Hans-Christian-Andersen Award.  In 1995 it received the Globe for Best 
Youth Book from the Royal Dutch Geographic Society.  In 1993, Stefanie Zweig 
received the Decoration of Merit by the Federal Republic of Germany. 
 



The praise she enjoyed most came from the young Kenyan Lynda Kemei.  In her 
master's thesis she wrote about Nowhere in Africa: “When, as a Kenyan, one reads 
Stefanie Zweig's books, one feels that she had a very close relationship to the local 
population.  She knows them and she understands their way of thinking because she 
made their culture her own.  In her books, the African people play roles which are 
constructive; as a culture, they are taken seriously.  This is a fact that is missing in 
many stories about Africa.”   
 
 
Mukutani Foundation 
 
The Mukutani Foundation was founded by members of the crew of Nowhere in 
Africa.  As a result of their experiences in Mukutani, they decided to help the village.  
The villagers have no access to medical care and the infant mortality rate is very 
high.  Thus the aim is to help finance medical aid and a water treatment plant over a 
longer period of time.  In addition, the villagers would like to have a road which was 
built for the film to be continued to the next village, Galesha.  Moreover, the 
foundation would like to pay the school fees for 40 children from an orphanage in the 
slums of Nairobi. 
 
The Mukutani Foundation is a non-profit organization, which means that any 
contributions can be written off taxes.  The foundation has established a board 
whose task it is to supervise the correct use of funds.  Boards members are, among 
others: Caroline Link, director; Juliane Köhler, actress; Matthias Helbich, actor; 
Norbert Klingner, lawyer; Jürgen Tröster, executive producer. 
 
Mukutani Foundation 
Bankhaus Reuschel 
Bank Code: 70030300 
Account No.: 1155933   
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Crew 
 
Written and Directed by Caroline Link 

Based upon a novel by  Stefanie Zweig 
Producer Peter Herrmann  

Production MTM  
 Medien &Television München GmbH 

Co-Producer Bernd Eichinger  
 Constantin Film AG 
Co-Producers Thilo Kleine 
 Michael Weber 
 Bavaria Film GmbH 
 

 Sven Ebeling 
 Media Cooperation One GmbH 
World Sales Bavaria Media GmbH 
Line Producer Jürgen Tröster 
Production Manager Chris Evert 
Director of Photography Gernot Roll 
Steadycam Mike Bartlett 
Set Design Susann Bieling, Uwe Szielasko 

Costume Barbara Grupp 
Make-up Nanni Gebhardt-Seele, Stefanie Hilke 

Editor Patricia Rommel 
Music Niki Reiser 
Sound Andreas Wölki 
Casting An Dorthe Braker 
Casting (Children) Uwe Bünker,  
 Casting Association Team  
 Agentur Jaqueline Rietz 
 

Ethnological Consultant Benedikt Mirow 
 
 
 
With support from FilmFernsehFonds Bayern, Filmförderungsanstalt, Bayerischen Bankenfonds and 
BKM. 
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